
Competitive Exploration of Retilinear PolygonsMikael Hammar� Bengt J. Nilssony Mia PerssonyAbstratExploring a polygon with robots, when the robots do not have knowledge of the surroundingsan be viewed as an online problem. Typial for online problems is that deisions must be madebased on past events without omplete information about the future. In our ase the robots do nothave omplete information about the environment. Competitive analysis an be used to measurethe performane of methods solving online problems. The ompetitive ratio of suh a method isthe ratio between the method's performane and the performane of the best method having fullknowledge of the future. We are interested in obtaining good bounds on the ompetitive ratioof exploring polygons and prove onstant ompetitive strategies and lower bounds for exploring asimple retilinear polygon in the L1 metri.1 IntrodutionExploring an environment is an important and well studied problem in robotis. In many realistisituations the robots do not possess omplete knowledge about the environment, e.g., they may nothave a map of the surroundings [1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9℄.The searh of the robots an be viewed as an online problem sine the robots' deisions about thesearh are based only on the part of the environment that they have seen so far. We use the frameworkof ompetitive analysis to measure the performane of an online searh strategy S. The ompetitiveratio of S is de�ned as the maximum of the ratio of the distane traveled by the robot that moves thefarthest using S to the optimal distane of the searh.We are interested in obtaining good bounds for the ompetitive ratio of exploring a retilinearpolygon. The searh is modeled by a path or losed tour followed by one or more point sized robotsinside the polygon, given a starting point for the searh. The only information that the robots haveabout the surrounding polygon is the part of the polygon that they together have seen so far.For the ase of exploration with one robot, Deng et al. [4℄ show a deterministi strategy havingompetitive ratio two for this problem if distane is measured aording to the L1-metri. Hammar etal. [5℄ prove a strategy with ompetitive ratio 5=3 and Kleinberg [7℄ proves a lower bound of 5=4 forthe ompetitive ratio of any deterministi strategy. We will show a deterministi strategy obtaining aompetitive ratio of 3=2 for searhing a retilinear polygon in the L1-metri with one robot.�Department of Computer Siene, Salerno University, Baronissi (SA) - 84081, Italy.email: hammar�dia.unisa.ityTehnology and Soiety, Malmö University College, S-205 06 Malmö, Sweden.email: {Bengt.Nilsson,Mia.Persson}�ts.mah.se 1



We also present a lower bound of 2 for the orresponding path exploration problem for one robotin retilinear polygons and ompetitive results on exploration with two and three robots.The paper is organized as follows. In the next setion we present some de�nitions and preliminaryresults. In Setion 3 we give an overview of the strategy by Deng et al. [4℄. Setion 4 ontains animproved strategy for single robot exploration giving a ompetitive ratio of 3=2. In setions 5 and 6we onsider path exploration and exploration with multiple robots.2 PreliminariesWe will heneforth always measure distane aording to the L1 metri, i.e., the distane between twopoints p and q is de�ned by jjp; qjj = jpx � qxj+ jpy � qyj;where px and qx are the x-oordinates of p and q and py and qy are the y-oordinates. We de�ne thex-distane between p and q to be jjp; qjjx = jpx � qxj and the y-distane to be jjp; qjjy = jpy � qyj.If C is a polygonal urve, then the length of C, denoted length(C), is de�ned the sum of thedistanes between onseutive pairs of segment end points in C.Let P be a simple retilinear polygon. Two points in P are said to see eah other, or be visible toeah other, if the line segment onneting the points lies in P. Let p be a point somewhere inside P.A wathman route through p is de�ned to be a losed urve C that passes through p suh that everypoint in P is seen by some point on C. The shortest wathman route through p is denoted by SWRp.It an be shown that the shortest wathman route in a simple polygon is a losed polygonal urve [3℄.Sine we are only interested in the L1 length of a polygonal urve we an assume that the urveis retilinear, that is, the segments of the urve are all axis parallel. Note that the shortest retilinearwathman route through a point p is not neessarily unique.For a point p in P we de�ne four quadrants with respet to p. Those are the regions obtained byutting P along the two maximal axis parallel line segments that pass through p. The four quadrantsare denoted Q1(p), Q2(p), Q3(p), and Q4(p) in anti-lokwise order from the top right quadrant tothe bottom right quadrant. We let Qi;j(p) denote the union of Qi(p) and Qj(p).Consider a re�ex vertex of P. The two edges of P onneting at the re�ex vertex an eah beextended inside P until the extensions reah a boundary point. The segments thus onstruted arealled extensions and to eah extension a diretion is assoiated. The diretion is the same as that ofthe ollinear polygon edge as we follow the boundary of P in lokwise order. We use the four ompassdiretions north, west , south, and east to denote the diretion of an extension.Lemma 2.1 (Chin, Ntafos [3℄) A losed urve is a wathman route for P if and only if the urvehas at least one point to the right of every extension of P.Our �rst objetive is to present a ompetitive online strategy that enables a robot to follow a losedurve from the start point s in P and bak to s with the urve being a wathman route for P.An extension e splits P into two sets Pl and Pr with Pl to the left of e and Pr to the right. We saya point p is to the left of e if p belongs to Pl. To the right is de�ned analogously.As a further de�nition we say that an extension e is a left extension with respet to a point p, if plies to the left of e, and an extension e dominates another extension e0, if all points of P to the right2



f = vext (f)Cf0 (b) ext(f)()q vC pf0 ff0 prinipal projetions (a)f frontier s f0rf0l frfl (d)Figure 1: Illustrating de�nitions.of e are also to the right of e0. By Lemma 2.1 we are only interested in the extensions that are leftextensions with respet to the starting point s sine the other ones already have a point (the points) to the right of them. So without loss of larity when we mention extensions we will always meanextensions that are left extensions with respet to s.3 An Overview of GOConsider a retilinear polygon P that is not a priori known to the robot. Let s be the robot's initialposition inside P. For the starting position s of the robot we assoiate a point f0 on the boundary ofP that is visible from s and all f0 the prinipal projetion point of s. For instane, we an hoose f0to be the �rst point on the boundary that is hit by an upward ray starting at s. Let f be the end pointof the boundary that the robot sees as we san the boundary of P in lokwise order; see Figure 1(a).The point f is alled the urrent frontier.Let C be a polygonal urve starting at s. Formally a frontier f of C is a vertex of the visibilitypolygon, VP(C) of C adjaent to an edge e of VP(C) that is not an edge of P. Extend e until it hitsa point q on C and let v be the vertex of P that is �rst enountered as we move along the line segment[q; f ℄ from q to f . We denote the left extension with respet to s assoiated to the vertex v by ext(f);see Figures 1(b) and ().Deng et al. [4℄ introdue an online strategy alled greedy-online, GO for short, to explore a simpleretilinear polygon P in the L1 metri. If the starting point s lies on the boundary of P, their strategy,we all it BGO, goes as follows: from the starting point san the boundary lokwise and establish the�rst frontier f . Move to the losest point on ext(f) and establish the next frontier. Continue in thisfashion until all of P has been seen and move bak to the starting point.Deng et al. show that a robot using strategy BGO to explore a retilinear polygon follows a tourwith shortest length, i.e., BGO has ompetitive ratio one. They also present a similar strategy, alledIGO, for the ase when the starting point s lies in the interior of P. For IGO they show a ompetitiveratio of two, i.e., IGO spei�es a tour that is at most twie as long as the shortest wathman routethrough s.IGO shoots a ray upwards to establish a prinipal projetion point f0 and then sans the boundarylokwise to obtain the frontier. Next, it proeeds exatly as BGO, moving to the losest point on theextension of the frontier, updating the frontier, and repeating the proess until all of the polygon hasbeen seen. 3



It is lear that BGO ould just as well san the boundary anti-lokwise instead of lokwise whenestablishing the frontiers and still have the same ompetitive ratio. Hene, BGO an be seen as twostrategies, one sanning lokwise and the other anti-lokwise. We an therefore parameterize thetwo strategies so that BGO(p; orient) is the strategy beginning at some point p on the boundary andsanning with orientation orient where orient is either lokwise w or anti-lokwise aw .Similarly for IGO, we an not only hoose to san lokwise or anti-lokwise for the frontier butalso hoose to shoot the ray giving the �rst prinipal projetion point in any of the four ompassdiretions north, west, south, or east. Thus IGO in fat beomes eight di�erent strategies that we anparameterize as IGO(p; dir ; orient) and the parameter dir an be one of north , south , west , or east .We further de�ne partial versions of GO starting at boundary and interior points. StrategiesPBGO(p; orient ; region) and PIGO(p; dir ; orient ; region) apply GO until either the robot has exploredall of region or the robot leaves the region region . The strategies return as result the position of therobot when it leaves region or when region has been explored. Note that PBGO(p; orient ;P) andPIGO(p; dir ; orient ;P) are the same strategies as BGO(p; orient) and IGO(p; dir ; orient) respetivelyexept that they do not move bak to p when all of P has been seen.4 The Strategy CGOWe present a new strategy ompetitive-greedy-online (CGO) that explores two quadrants simultaneoslywithout using up too muh distane. We assume that s lies in the interior of P sine otherwise wean use BGO and ahieve an optimal route. The strategy uses two frontier points simultaneously toimprove the ompetitive ratio. However, to initiate the exploration, the strategy begins by performinga san of the polygon boundary to deide in whih diretion to start the exploration. This is tominimize the loss in�ited upon us by our hoie of initial diretion.The initial san works as follows: onstrut the visibility polygon VP(s) of the initial point s.Consider the set of edges in VP(s) not oiniding with the boundary of P. The end points of theseedges de�ne a set of frontier points eah having an assoiated left extension. Let e denote the leftextension that is furthest from s (distane being measured orthogonally to the extension). Let l bethe in�nite line through e. We rotate the view point of s so that Q3(s) and Q4(s) interset l whereasQ1(s) and Q2(s) do not. Hene, e is a horizontal extension lying below s. The initial diretion ofexploration is upwards through Q1(s) and Q2(s). The two frontier points used by the strategy areobtained as follows: the left frontier fl is established by shooting a ray towards the left for the leftprinipal projetion point f0l and then san the boundary in lokwise diretion for fl; see Figure 1(d).The right frontier fr is established by shooting a ray towards the right for the right prinipal projetionpoint f0r and then san the boundary in anti-lokwise diretion for fr; see Figure 1(d). To eah frontierpoint we assoiate a left extension ext(fl) and a right extension ext(fr) with respet to s.The strategy CGO, presented in pseudo ode below makes use of three di�erent substrategies:CGO-0, CGO-1, and CGO-2, that eah takes are of spei� ases that an our. Subsequently wewill prove the orretness and ompetitive ratio for eah of the substrategies.Our strategy ensures that whenever it performs one of the substrategies this is the last time thatthe outermost while-loop is exeuted. Hene, the loop is repeated only when the strategy does notenter any of the spei�ed substrategies. The loop will lead the strategy to follow a straight line andwe will maintain the invariant during the while-loop that all of the region Q3;4(p) \Q1;2(s) has been4



sfl = u (a) fl = u s(b) ufl s()Figure 2: Illustrating the key point u.seen.We distinguish four lasses of extensions. A is the lass of extensions e whose de�ning edge is abovee, B is the lass of extensions e whose de�ning edge is below e. Similarly, L is the lass of extensions ewhose de�ning edge is to the left of e, and R is the lass of extensions e whose de�ning edge is to theright of e. For oniseness, we use C1C2 as a shorthand for the Cartesian produt C1 � C2 of the twolasses C1 and C2.We de�ne two key verties u and v together with their extensions ext(u) and ext(v) that are useful toestablish the orret substrategy to enter. The vertex u lies in Q2(s) and v in Q1(s). If ext(fl) 2 A[B,then u is the vertex issuing ext(fl) and ext(u) = ext(fl). If ext(fl) 2 L and ext(fl) rosses the vertialline through s, then u is the vertex issuing ext(fl) and again ext(u) = ext(fl). If ext(fl) 2 L does notross the vertial line through s, then u is the leftmost vertex of the bottommost edge visible from therobot, on the boundary going from fl lokwise until we leave Q2(s). The extension ext(u) is the leftextension issued by u, and hene, ext(u) 2 A; see Figures 2(a), (b), and (). The vertex v is de�nedsymmetrially in Q1(s) with respet to fr.Eah of the substrategies is presented in sequene and for eah of them we prove that if CGOexeutes the substrategy, then the ompetitive ratio of CGO is bounded by 3=2. Let FRs be thelosed route followed by strategy CGO starting at an interior point s. Let FRs(p; q; orient) denote thesubpath of FRs followed in diretion orient from point p to point q, where orient an either be w(lokwise) or aw (anti-lokwise). Similarly, we de�ne the subpath SWRs(p; q; orient) of SWRs. Wedenote by SP(p; q) a shortest retilinear path from p to q inside P.We begin by establishing two simple but useful lemmas.Lemma 4.1 If t is a point on some tour SWRs, then length(SWRt) � length(SWRs):Proof: Sine SWRs passes through t, the route is a wathman route through t. But sine SWRt isthe shortest wathman route through t, the lemma follows. 2Lemma 4.2 Let S be a set of points that are enlosed by some tour SWRs, and let S1 = S \Q1;2(s),S2 = S \Q2;3(s), S3 = S \Q3;4(s), and S4 = S \Q1;4(s). Thenlength(SWRs) � 2maxp2S1fjjs; pjjyg+ 2maxp2S2fjjs; pjjxg+ 2maxp2S3fjjs; pjjyg+ 2maxp2S4fjjs; pjjxg:Proof: SWRs enloses all the points in S and sine we alulate length aording to the L1 metri,the smallest tour enlosing the points is the smallest retangle ontaining them. The length of theretangle's perimeter is as stated, proving the result. 25



The struture of the following proofs are very similar to eah other. In eah ase we will establisha point t that we an ensure is passed by SWRs and that either lies on the boundary of P or an beviewed as to lie on the boundary of P. We then onsider the tour SWRt and ompare its length thelength of FRs. By Lemma 4.1 we know that length(SWRt) � length(SWRs), hene the di�erene inlength between FRs and SWRt is an upper bound on the loss produed by CGO.Strategy CGO1 Establish the exploration diretion by performing the initial san of the polygon boundary2 Establish the left and right prinipal projetion points f0l and f0r for Q2(s) and Q1(s) respetively3 while Q1;2(s) is not ompletely seen do3.1 Obtain the left and right frontiers, fl and fr3.2 if fl lies in Q2(s) and fr lies in Q1(s) then3.2.1 Update verties u and v as desribed in the text3.2.2 if (ext(u); ext(v)) 2 LR or �(ext (u); ext(v)) 2 AR [LA and ext(u) rosses ext(v)� then3.2.2.1 Go to the losest horizontal extensionelseif (ext(u); ext(v)) 2 BR [ LB or �(ext(u); ext (v)) 2 AR [ LA and ext(u) does notross ext(v)� then3.2.2.2 Apply substrategy CGO-1elseif (ext(u); ext(v)) 2 AA [ AB [ BA [ BB then3.2.2.3 Apply substrategy CGO-2endifelse3.2.3 Apply substrategy CGO-0endifendwhile4 if P is not ompletely seen then4.1 Apply substrategy CGO-0endifEnd CGOWe start by presenting CGO-0, that does the following: Let p be the urrent robot position. IfQ1(p) is ompletely seen from p then we run PIGO(p;north ; aw ;P) and move bak to the startingpoint s, otherwise Q2(p) is ompletely seen from p and we run PIGO(p;north; w ;P) and move bakto the starting point s.Lemma 4.3 If the strategy applies substrategy CGO-0, then length(FRs) = length(SWRs):Proof: Assume that CGO-0 realizes that when FRs reahes the point p, then Q1(p) is ompletelyseen from p. The other ase, that Q2(p) is ompletely seen from p is symmetri.Sine the path FRs(s; p; orient) that the strategy has followed when it reahes point p is a straightline, the point p is the urrently topmost point of the path. Hene, we an add a vertial spike issuedby the boundary point immediately above p, giving a new polygon P0 having p on the boundary andfurthermore with the same shortest wathman route through p as P. This means that performingstrategy IGO(p;north; orient) in P yields the same result as performing BGO(p; orient) in P0, p being6



a boundary point in P0, and orient being either w or aw . The tour followed is therefore a shortestwathman route through the point p in both P0 and P.Also the point p lies on an extension with respet to s, by the way p is de�ned, and it is thelosest point to s suh that all of Q1(s) has been seen by the path FRs(s; p; orient) = SP(s; p). Hene,there is a route SWRs that ontains p and by Lemma 4.1 length(SWRp) � length(SWRs). The tourfollowed equals FRs = SP(s; p) [ SWRp(p; s; aw ); and we have that length(FRs) = length(SWRp) �length(SWRs); and sine FRs annot be stritly shorter than SWRs the equality holds whih onludesthe proof. 2Next we present CGO-1. Let u and v be the key verties as de�ned earlier. The strategy doesthe following: if (ext(u); ext(v)) 2 LA [ LB, we mirror the polygon P at the vertial line through sand swap the names of u and v. Hene, (ext(u); ext(v)) 2 AR [ BR. We ontinue moving upwardsupdating fr and v until either all of Q1(s) has been seen or ext(v) no longer rosses the vertial linethrough s.If all of Q1(s) has been seen then we explore the remaining part of P using PIGO(p; east ; aw ;P),where p is the urrent robot position.If ext(v) no longer rosses the vertial line through s then we either need to ontinue the explorationby moving to the right or return to u and explore the remaining part of the polygon from there.If jjs; pjjy + jjs; ujjx � jjs; vjjx we hoose to return to u. If ext(u) 2 A we run PBGO(u; aw ;P) andif ext(u) 2 B we use PBGO(u; w ;P); see Figure 3. Otherwise, jjs; pjjy + jjs; ujjx > jjs; vjjx and in thisase we move to the losest point v0 on ext(v). By de�nition, the extension of v is either in A or B inthis ase.If ext(v) 2 B then v = v0 and we hoose to run PBGO(v; aw ;P). Otherwise, ext(v) 2 A. If Q1(v0)is seen from v0 then the entire quadrant has been explored and we run PIGO(v0; east ; aw ;P) to explorethe remainder of the polygon. If Q1(v0) is not seen from v0 then there are still things hidden fromthe robot in Q1(v). We explore the rest of the quadrant using PBGO(v0;north; aw ;Q1(v)) reahing apoint q where a seond deision needs to be made.If v is seen from the starting point and jjs; qjjx � jjs; vjj, we go bak to v and run PBGO(v; aw ;P),otherwise we run PIGO(q; east ; w ;P) from the interior point q; see Figure 5.If v is not seen from the starting point s then we go bak to v and run PBGO(v; aw ;P).To �nish the substrategy CGO-1 our last step is to return to the starting point s.Lemma 4.4 If the strategy applies substrategy CGO-1, then length(FRs) � 32 length(SWRs):Proof: We handle eah ase separately. Assume for the �rst ase that when FRs reahes the pointp, then Q1(p) is ompletely visible. Hene, we have the same situation as in the proof of Lemma 4.3and using the same proof tehnique it follows that length(FRs) = length(SWRs).Assume for the seond ase that CGO-1 deides to go bak to u, i.e., that jjs; pjjy+jjs; ujjx � jjs; vjjx;see Figures 3(a) and (b). The tour followed equals one ofFRs = � SP(s; p) [ SP(p; u) [ SWRu [ SP(u; s)SP(s; p) [ SP(p; u) [ SWRu(u; r; w) [ SP(r; s)where r is the last intersetion point of FRs with the horizontal line through s. Using that jjs; pjjy +jjs; ujjx � jjs; vjjx it follows that the length of FRs in both ases is bounded bylength(FRs) = jjs; pjj+ jjp; ujj+ length(SWRu) + jju; sjj = length(SWRu) + 2jjs; pjjy + 2jjs; ujjx7
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(a)Figure 3: Illustrating the ases in Lemma 4.4 when jjs; pjjy+jjs; ujjx � jjs; vjjx.
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(b)Figure 4: Illustrating the proof of Lemma 4.4 when jjs; pjjy+jjs; ujjx > jjs; vjjx.� length(SWRs) + jjs; pjjy + jjs; ujjx + jjs; vjjx � 32 length(SWRs):The inequalities follow from the assumption together with Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2.Assume for the third ase that CGO-1 goes to the right, i.e., that jjs; pjjy + jjs; ujjx > jjs; vjjx. Webegin by handling the di�erent subases that are independent of whether s sees v; see Figures 4(a)and (b). The tour followed equals one ofFRs = � SP(s; v) [ SWRv(v; r; aw ) [ SP(r; s)SP(s; v0) [ SWRv0(v0; r; aw) [ SP(r; s)Sine jjs; vjjx = jjs; v0jjx the length of FRs is in both subases bounded bylength(FRs) � length(SWRs) + 2jjs; vjjx < length(SWRs) + jjs; pjjy + jjs; ujjx + jjs; vjjx� 32 length(SWRs);The inequalities follow from Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2. 8



Assume now that CGO-1 goes to the right, i.e., that jjs; pjjy + jjs; ujjx > jjs; vjjx and that v isindeed seen from s; see Figures 5(a) and (b). The tour followed in this ase is one ofFRs = � SP(s; v) [ SWRv(v; q; w) [ SP(q; v) [ SWRv(v; r; aw ) [ SP(r; s) (�)SP(s; v) [ SWRv [ SP(v; s)where q is the resulting loation after exploring Q1(v). Here we use that v is seen from s, and hene,that the initial san guarantees that there is a point t of SWRs in Q3;4(s) suh that jjs; tjjy � jjs; vjjx,thus FRs is bounded bylength(FRs) = length(SWRv) + 2minfjjs; vjj; jjs; qjjxg� length(SWRs) + jjs; vjjy + jjs; vjjx + jjs; qjjx< length(SWRs) + jjs; vjjy + jjs; tjjy + jjs; qjjx + jjs; ujjx � 32 length(SWRs):On the other hand, when v is not seen from s, the tour follows the path marked with (�) above; seeFigure 5(). Thus, the polygon boundary obsures the view from s to v, and hene, there is a point q0on the boundary suh that the shortest path from s to v0 ontains q0. The path our strategy followsbetween s and v0 is a shortest path and we an therefore assume that it also passed through q0. Weuse that jjs; q0jjx � jjs; vjjx � jjs; qjjx to get the bound.length(FRs) = length(SWRq0) + 2jjs; q0jjx � length(SWRs) + jjs; vjjx + jjs; qjjx< length(SWRs) + jjs; vjjy + jjs; ujjx + jjs; qjjx � 32 length(SWRs):The inequalities above follow from Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 and this onludes the proof. 2We ontinue the analysis by �rst showing the substrategy CGO-2 and then proving its ompetitiveratio. The strategy does the following: if jjs; ujjx � jjs; vjjx then we mirrorP at the vertial line throughs also swapping the names of u and v. This means that v is loser to the urrent point p with respetto x-distane than u. Next, go to v0, the losest point on ext(v). If ext(v) 2 B, run PBGO(v; aw ;P)sine v = v0. If ext(v) 2 A and Q1(v) is seen from v0 then we run PIGO(v0; east ; aw ;P). If ext(v) 2 Abut Q1(v) is not ompletely seen from v0 then we explore Q1(v) using PBGO(v0;north ; w ;Q1(v0)).One Q1(v) is explored we have reahed a point q and we make a seond deision. If jjs; qjjx � jjs; vjj,go bak to v and run PBGO(v; aw ;P), otherwise run PIGO(q; east ; w ;P). Finally go bak to s.Lemma 4.5 If the strategy applies substrategy CGO-2, then length(FRs) � 32 length(SWRs):Proof: Assume without loss of generality that jjs; ujjx > jjs; vjjx. The other ase is proved symmet-rially.Next, assume that FRs passes through v; see Figures 6(a), (b), and (). The tour followed equalsone of FRs = 8<: SP(s; v) [ SWRv(v; r; aw ) [ SP(r; s)SP(s; v) [ SWRv(v; q; w) [ SP(q; v) [ SWRv(v; r; aw ) [ SP(r; s)SP(s; v) [ SWRv [ SP(v; s)where r is the last intersetion point of FRs with the horizontal line through s. The length of FRs isin eah ase bounded bylength(FRs) = length(SWRv) + 2minfjjs; qjjx; jjs; vjjg:9
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SWRvFRs q0r()Figure 5: Illustrating the proof of Lemma 4.4.We have thatminfjjs; qjjx; jjs; vjjg � (jjs; qjjx + jjs; vjj)=2 � (jjs; qjjx + jjs; vjjy + jjs; ujjx)=2 � length(SWRs)=4proving the bound in this ase. The last inequality follows from Lemma 4.2.If FRs does not pass through v; see Figure 6(d); then the tour followed equals FRs = SP(s; v0) [SWRv0(v0; r; aw ) [ SP(r; s) where r is the last intersetion point of FRs with the horizontal linethrough s. The length of FRs islength(FRs) = length(SWRv0) + 2jjs; v0jjx � length(SWRs) + jjs; v0jjx + jjs; ujjx � 32 length(SWRs):The inequalities follow from Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 and that jjs; v0jjy � 0, whih onludes the proof. 2We have proved the following theorem.Theorem 1 CGO is 3=2-ompetitive.5 The Path ProblemConsider now the situation in whih we, instead of a losed tour, wish to obtain a shortest path thatexplores the interior of our retilinear polygon, i.e., the path followed by the robot does not have to endat the starting point. Let OPTPs be a shortest exploration path beginning at s. It follows immediatelythat length(OPTPs ) � length(SWRs)=2, sine following the path OPTPs to its end point and then bakto s yields a tour having twie the length of the path.10
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xFigure 7: Illustrating the proof of Theorem 2.From this we dedue that the strategy CGO presented previously is 3-ompetitive for path explo-ration. We ontinue to show that any strategy for path exploration must be at least 2-ompetitive.Theorem 2 There is no deterministi strategy for path exploration of a retilinear polygon that hasompetitive ratio 2� � for any � > 0.Proof: We onstrut a ounterexample as in Figure 7. The starting point for the robot is at the lowerleft orner of the polygon and it essentially sees only the two walls adjaent to it; see Figure 7(a).The robot now has to move to one of the extensions that it sees. These are both at distane 1 fromthe starting point. Assume without loss of generality that it moves to the horizontal extension, thenthe robot realizes that there is a further horizontal extension at distane Æ above it. The robot hasthe option of either ontinuing upwards until it has visited all the horizontal extensions (of whih theorresponding frontier point is only visible from the previous extension and the extensions are onlyseparated by a distane of Æ); see Figure 7(b). This option will make the robot move a distane of 1=Æupwards until it reahes the last extension and moves to the vertial extension where it realizes thatthere is a noth at point x (whih lies at distane Æ below the starting point s) foring it to move bakdown to this point. The total distane moved is 2=Æ + 1 + Æ.The optimal path is to move to the vertial extension �rst, visit the noth at x and then moveupwards until all horizontal extensions have been visited, requiring only a distane of 1 + 2Æ + 1=Æ tobe moved. The ratio beomes 2=Æ + 1 + Æ1=Æ + 1 + 2Æ = 2� Æ + 3Æ21 + Æ + 2Æ2 � 2� �if Æ � �=4 < 1=4.On the other hand, if the robot at some point after moving to the �rst horizontal extension deidesto move to the vertial extension it then realizes that it has to move bak to the noth at x. If it deidesto ontinue upwards until all horizontal extensions have been visited we have the previous situation. Ifthe robot deides at some point to move downwards to visit the noth at x, then it has to move bak12



up again to visit the next horizontal extension whih also turns out to be the last one and the robotterminates at point t; see Figure 7(). Assume that the robot has moved a vertial distane of D � 1when it deides to move down and visit the noth at x. The total distane moved is then 3D+1+ 3Æwhereas the optimal path has length at most D + 1 + 3Æ and the ratio beomes3D + 1 + 3ÆD + 1 + 3Æ = 3� 2 + 6ÆD + 1 + 3Æ � 2� �if Æ � �=2 < 1=2, thus onluding the proof. 26 Exploration with Multiple RobotsWe now look at the situation when several robots together are required to explore a retilinear polygon.Again we look at the tour variant, i.e., eah robot must terminate the axploration at the starting point.We give upper and lower bounds for the situation with two and three robots all starting at the samepoint. the measure that we optimize on is the length of the longest tour that any of the robots follow.Let OPT ks be the tour of the robot that moves the longest length of all the k robots. Sine a singlerobot an follow eah of the tours that the k robots follow and thus get a wathman route, we havethat length(OPT ks ) � length(SWRs)=k.We prove lower bounds on the ompetitive ratio of any exploration strategy using two or threerobots.Theorem 3 There are no deterministi strategies for exploring a retilinear polygon with two or threerobots having smaller ompetitive ratio than 3/2.Proof: We �rst show the lower bound for two robots and later extend it for three robots. The lowerbound is based on essentially the same ounterexample that Kleinberg uses for the lower bound for asingle robot [7℄.The initial polygon is given in Figure 8(a) and onsists of a square with nothes in the orners.The length of the sides of the square is 2. Eah of the two robots has to move a distane of 2 beforeit gets to a orner of the polygon and furthermore at most two omplete orners an be seen by therobots. Hene plaing a noth in one of the orners that is not yet ompletely seen requires one of therobots to move 6 units whereas the optimal motion an be done with only 4 units, thus proving theresult.The same proof atually goes through for three robots one you realize that independently of howthe three robots start their exploration we an fore one of them to move 6 units plaing at most threenothes as shown in Figure 8(b). 2We also show a strategy for two robots that has ompetitive ratio 2. We all the strategy TGO(two-robot GO) sine it is based on the GO-strategy of Deng et al ; [4℄. The two robots eah runIGO(s;north; orient), one with orient = w and the other with orient = aw until the two robots haveseen the omplete polygon after whih they both move bak to the starting point.Theorem 4 The strategy TGO is 2-ompetitive for exploration of a retilinear polygon with tworobots. 13
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Figure 8: Illustrating the proof of Theorem 3.Proof: Let r be the intersetion point of SWRs and the vertial axis issuing from s upwards. Theintersetion point r lies at distane D � 0 from s; see Figure 9(a). We an view the strategy TGOas �rst moving the two robots from s to r and then separating, one moving lokwise and the otherounterlokwise, following SWRr in two diretions until the robots have seen all of the polygon andmove bak to s.Consider now the robot that moves the farthest. Let t be the point of intersetion between therobot's walk and the last extension that it visits before it realizes that the whole polygon is explored.The robot then moves the distane L = D + length(SWRr(r; t; dir )) + length(SP(t; s)); where dir isthe diretion that the robot moves.Suppose that we follow the tour SWRs from s in the diretion that visits the point r before t. Wean assume that t is a point on SWRs sine it is an intersetion point with an extension. Assumewithout loss of generality that this diretion is lokwise. We thus have thatL = D + length(SWRr(r; t; dir )) + length(SP(t; s))� length(SWRs(s; r; w )) + length(SWRs(r; t; w)) + length(SWRs(t; s; w))= length(SWRs)� 2length(OPT 2s )whih proves the result. That the analysis is tight follows from the example in Figure 9(b). 27 ConlusionsWe have presented onstant ompetitive strategies and lower bounds to explore a retilinear simplepolygon in the L1 metri with one or more robots. Unfortunately none of our results are tight so obviousopen problems are to redue the gaps between the lower bounds and the upper bounds. Espeiallyexploration using k robots, for an arbitrary number k, needs to be investigated.14
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